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Top reviews The latest top reviews CURRENTLY SOLD OUTMore articles related to this productCurrent slide 'CURRENT_SLIDE' by 'TOTAL_SLIDES'- Best Selling in Fiction &amp; Literature4.9 out of 5 stars based on 41 product reviews(41)4.7 of 5 stars based on 32 product reviews(32)4.9 out of 5 stars based on 14
product reviews(14)4.8 out of 5 stars based on 329 product reviews(329)No reviews or reviews still5.0 out of 5 stars based on 1 product rating(1)4.7 out of 5 stars based on based on 98 Product Reviews(98)Current Slide CURRENT_SLIDE from TOTAL_SLIDES - Save on Fiction &amp; Literature The new ServSafe
Manager Book (formerly Essentials ) Sixth Edition is still ideal for one- or two-day classroom lessons and certification. Based on a new job task analysis developed exclusively by industry experts for the Sixth Edition, the book focuses more on preventive food safety measures. The end result is content that is more
focused, leading to stronger food safety practices and a better-trained workforce. The National Restaurant Association (NRA) is proud to announce the launch of the ServSafe Manager 6th Edition materials from the only source uniquely informed by the restaurant and food service professionals that make it up. To create
this reissue, the NRA convened operators and food safety experts from all industry segments. This group identified what managers need to know to keep food safe in today's busy restaurant and food service environments. This expert group concluded that more attention needs to be paid to preventive measures to
ensure food safety. The final results for the ServSafe program? Stronger food safety practices that lead to a better-trained workforce that is better prepared to protect your business and your customers. New in the 6th issue of ServSafe Manager: Optimized Content: Microbiology of Pathogens Focus on the general
knowledge of pathogens and the peculiarities of the Big 5. Other pathogens have been removed from the contents. The focus is on general prevention and not on specific diseases and their details. This content has been removed. The focus is now on the prevention of contamination in general and not on the specificities
of toxic metals. The installation and maintenance of systems is now in the foreground. The design of the system and the details of the material selection were eliminated. Students focus on cleaning needs and Cleaning and cleaning programs Some special features about cleaning agents have been eliminated. The focus
is on the management of the cleaning program. Recalibrated Content: Methods for calibrating thermometers are no longer taught at the time of the shooting. The focus is on the instructions of the manufacturers. Dealing with employee diseases Information has been added to refine and further clarify the rules around



diseases. Active management management and HACCP The relationship between these concepts has been clarified. Another focus is on methods to prevent deliberate contamination. The content has been refined. This language has been changed.  The focus is on avoiding time-temperature abuse overall. Tasks
related to overall handling have been eliminated (e.B. media response).  The focus is now shifting to tasks for specific emergencies relating to food safety. The content reflects the latest tools and methods available. Information on scheduling, labelling and packaging requirements, approved sources, and personnel
requirements has changed.  Focused content: Tasks related to training methods and deployment have been eliminated. Tasks related to the recruitment of a PCO, the identification of specific pest signs and the storage and use of pesticides have been eliminated. Unique preparation practices Handling juice and
dough/bread — Tasks related to handling fresh juice and dough and bread have been eliminated. Tasks related to the handling of inspections have been eliminated.  New Content: Cleaning In-Place Devices 1: Safe Food Provide 2: Forms of Contamination 3: The Safe Food Handler 4: The Flow of Food 5: Purchasing,
Receiving and Storage 6: Preparation 7: Service 8: Food Safety Management Systems 9: Managing Facilities 10: Cleaning and Sanitizing Pearson offers affordable and accessible purchase options to meet the needs of your students. Connect with us to learn more. K12 Educators: Contact your Savvas Learning
Company Account General Manager to get purchase options. Instant Access ISBNs are for people who buy with credit cards or PayPal. Savvas Learning Company is a trademark of Savvas Learning Company LLC. National Restaurant Association ©2013 Paper This website uses cookies to provide you with a better
browsing experience. By continuing the website, you agree to the use of cookies. For more information, please see our updated Privacy Policy. × ×
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